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FROM THE DEAN'S DESK   

Guest Column: Craig Crossland
Hi, Everyone,

I hope your summer is going well and that you’ve been able to
take some time to rest and recharge following a very busy
2021/2022 academic year. On July 1, I stepped into the role of
senior associate dean for academic programs here at
Mendoza. This new role is part of the associated structural
and personnel changes within the College announced in June.
As part of my transition, I’ve been fortunate to have
conversations with a wide range of people inside and outside
of Mendoza about all of our outstanding programs, so I
appreciate the invitation to contribute a guest column with
some thoughts on what my role entails and what my approach
will be.

First, I want to begin by thanking Dean Martijn Cremers for
giving me this opportunity to serve in this new role and to work
with such an outstanding group of staff, faculty and students.
I’m excited to collaborate with you all to continue to enact
Dean Martijn’s bold and innovative vision for our College.

I also extend my deep, abiding thanks to those who served as associate deans for our academic
programs during the previous three academic years: Walt Clements (EMBA), Kristen Collett-Schmitt
(Specialized Masters), Jim Leady (Undergraduate) and Mike Mannor (MBA). Finally, I want to thank in
advance those members of the College with whom I will be working closely, including the staff
functional leaders, academic leaders of Mendoza programs, academic leaders of department programs,
Mendoza department representatives, Dean’s Office representatives and many others.

In terms of my aims and agenda for the new role, frankly, I’m still wondering about that myself to some
degree. It’s going to take me more than a few weeks’ transition to determine this fully. That said, I think
I’m now in a position to be able to offer some specific thoughts.

Structurally, I’ll be responsible for overseeing the Mendoza’s undergraduate and professional programs,
both degree and non-degree. Thus, I see my core focus as ensuring that our programs continue to fulfill
our core mission via the College’s “Three C’s” strategic framework. As Dean Martijn notes, “We are
committed to our mission to Grow the Good in Business by developing leaders who contribute to
human flourishing, cooperate with others in solidarity and compete toward becoming the best version of
themselves through serving others.”

Our programs serve as one of the most critical engines driving this mission, manifested in the
thousands of myriad individual interactions with our students that, in total, add up to a set of life-
changing experiences that shape students’ personal identities for years and decades after they leave
our campus. Our students place great faith in us when they entrust us with their time, energy and
financial resources, and I’m honored to be working within a college and a university that are so deeply
committed to repaying that faith by helping students develop into the scholars and leaders they’re
capable of becoming.

In more concrete terms, my own two watchwords for the next year will be “community” and “efficiency.”
In other words: 1) How can we build and further strengthen the interpersonal and inter-program
connections that link all of us? and 2) How can we more effectively implement the many exciting new
initiatives and changes that we’ve witnessed within College programs during the past two years?

As you all know, we’ve been dealing with a great deal of change lately. Let me be clear that I don’t
think change is always, or even usually, bad; in fact, I strongly believe that many of the changes we’re
all grappling with at the moment will form the bedrock of our competitive advantage as a college for
decades to come.

That said, we have been dealing with a *lot* of upheaval. To take just a few examples, in the
Undergraduate Studies program, we now have a completely revised the core curriculum for the first
time in decades and launched an entirely new undergraduate Business Honors Program. The MBA
program has been restructured around a new “pathways” approach, including novel, off-campus
opportunities such as Mods-Away.

Further, we’re in the process of revamping the entire basis of leadership training for our professional
students; we’re looking to substantially enhance our offerings in the area of experiential learning; we’re
dealing with ongoing personnel changes and new hiring; and we’re still figuring out the best way to
implement the new matrix structure within the College.

We’ve seen the introduction of several new master’s programs, and the College is experimenting with
new non-degree offerings as well. Moving beyond graduate and professional programs, Mendoza is
about to welcome to campus its first crop of Ph.D. students in its 100-plus-year history, and we’ve
started a new Business Ethics and Society program that is designed to attract the best and brightest
minds to our campus.

And, by the way, we’re doing all of this in the context of having just emerged from a generation-defining
pandemic, which was amplified by our University’s courageous stance on maximizing in-person
instruction to the greatest extent possible throughout. I’ve seen everyone in Mendoza perform heroic
feats during the past couple of years to make all of this happen.

Is any of this inherently problematic? Certainly not. But it does mean that we now have an opportunity
and an obligation to ensure that these changes in College programs are integrated as thoroughly and
seamlessly as possible. Therefore, my goal for this time next year is for all of our programs to be
characterized by stronger interpersonal links and for us to have moved closer to implementing many of
our current changes, becoming a well-oiled machine again, and thereby providing the exceptional level
of operational excellence that our students and other stakeholders have always valued at Notre Dame.

Thank you in advance for your support as I transition into this new job. Please consider this an open
invitation to reach out to me at any point if you’d like to discuss anything related to my role or College
programs in general.

Sincerely,

Craig

Craig Crossland
Senior Associate Dean for Academic Programs

FACILITY UPDATES
New Location: Faculty Lab

Reminder: The Faculty Lab has moved to Mendoza 323 from Mendoza 304. New Pharos Canon printers
have been installed in the alcoves on the second (southeast hallway) and third (west hallway) floors in
place of the ones that were previously in there. 

FAC/STAFF UPDATES & INFO
Submissions welcome! Click here or email mendozabusiness@nd.edu.

ND STRATEGIC PLAN

The University has developed strategicframework.nd.edu to provide campus with more information on
the planning process for the University Strategic Framework. The site, now live, provides information on
the seven themes, shares the membership and charge for each of the theme advisory committees,
provides an overview of the overall committee structure, gives information on the steps of the planning
process and timeline, and highlights the updated University goals. 

DEAN'S AWARD WINNERS

The Dean's Awards winners gathered together to receive their awards June 24:

Dean’s Award for Excellence in Elevation: Graduate Admissions Operations and Pipeline
Teams: Jodie Campbell, Colleen Cota, Amy Dame, Heather DeCourval, Helen High, Kellie
Rzepka, Tashia Thornton, Annette Tysver, Angela Wesley and Janel Zakrewski-Kuntz.
Dean’s Award for Excellence in Cooperation: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity ND Immersion: Martin
Johnson and María Stutsman y Márquez.
Dean’s Award for Excellence in Integration: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Grow the Good in
Business Case Competition: Kristen Collett-Schmitt, Carol Elliott, Martin Johnson, Angela
Logan, Joan McClendon, Jessica McManus Warnell, Kris Muir, Minhee Myung, Hermalena
Powell, Jessica Stookey, Tahra Taylor, Wendy Walker and Brandi Wampler.

Download the high-resolution photos here.

FACULTY ANNOUNCMENTS

Juneteenth Presentation

On June 28, the Mendoza Staff DE&I Council hosted a special event to
commemorate Juneteenth, the oldest nationally celebrated
commemoration of the ending of slavery in the United States. The event
featured a terrific talk by Darryl Heller, the director of the IU South Bend
Civil Rights Heritage Center, where he presented the historic events
related to Juneteenth and a discussion of the relevant constitutional
amendments. Watch the video of his talk, "Freed People are not Necessarily Free People." 

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS

New Funding Opportunity

The University's Health and Well-being Initiative is offering new research funding, "Emerging
Opportunities in Health." Faculty can apply for rapid grants worth up to $15,000 to conduct research
that focuses on health and/or health education between Notre Dame and community organizations. Find
more details here.

PUBLISHED & PRESENTED

ITAO's Ken Kelley's paper "Sample Size Planning for Replication Studies: The Devil is in the Design"
was recently accepted by Psychological Methods. 

IN THE NEWS

A paper co-authored by finance professors Margaret Forster, Tim Loughran and Bill McDonald,
“Commonality in Codes of Ethics,” was cited by Bloomberg columnist Matt Levine in his popular
"Money Stuff" column about the recent ethics exam cheating scandal at E&Y.

ON CAMPUS

Share your campus, summer and fun photos with the Mendoza community by sending them to
mendozabusiness@nd.edu.

Photo by Matt Cashore.

SUBMIT NEWS!

Contact: Carol Elliott
Department of Communications
Mendoza College of Business
574-631-2627 
celliot1@nd.edu
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